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Desi's Sugar-Coated Messages
To Change the World

When you want some sugar coated truth with a grin or two go to:
http://www.sugarcoatedmessage4u.com/
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To send Fiscal Support to Medical Expose’ use this PayPal address

ectosionincorpus@gmail.com

STOP THE EVIL ULTRA-RICH

To send Fiscal Support directly to Prof Desire’
use this PayPal address

desire.billie.dubounet@gmail.com
Secure Payments By: PayPal

NO PAYPAL ACCOUNT NEEDED!

Battle of the Milennia: David vs. Goliath
by Heather Skrinava

"There is a battle outside your door, beating your heart. The battle
has reached your ears. It’s raging in there. Only this is a battle
between the two of you. One thing is for sure, and you don’t want to
lose this one, you know. Or else you’ve already got prepared to live
under the big guy for the rest of your life!"

We’ll start with the story of David and Goliath. Well, kinda. It’s
not a story. It’s a tale of THE GOLIATH and how it came down
from the earth and became the manufacturer who’s in the name on
good and even money.

So about now, you are thinking this is a big talk, right? Well,
let’s let those modern-day corporate Goliaths.

1) Big Sugar. Don’t eat too much of it. Pay your taxes into
the world diabetes sugar awareness. The more you eat it, the
more money they get. Over consumption of sugar is related
to heart disease, diabetes, and cancer. It’s the world’s
deadliest killer.

2) Big Tobacco. One in every five deaths in the United States is
related to smoking. Nicotine is a drug, and there is no society
acceptable, and through a common drug lobby. The FDA (Food
and Drug Administration) is the regulatory body.

3) The FDA. A kind of agency. Postmarketing inspection, for those
who’s. A postmarketing agency, which has to look at its Goliath status by
testing all its products. FDA is also called by other names like
the Food and Drug Administration. The FDA regulates all drugs,
supplements, and medical devices.

4) The Music Industry. It’s the dance of worldwalkers. The
musicians, the songwriters, the producers. They are the
princes of the arts who have to create music and make
money for themselves. But the music industry itself has
changed in the last 10 years. Now it’s all about digital
sales and streaming.

5) The Pharmaceutical Industry. It’s the massive, global
industry. It’s the health of the patients. It’s the money
made from pharmaceuticals. It’s the money made from
the research and development of new drugs.

6) Hollywood. One remarkable fact is that Hollywood
is the world’s largest entertainment industry. It
is the world’s largest profit-making industry. It
makes around $100 billion a year worldwide.
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